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When conscious rap group, The Life Supporters, embark upon a mission to save unborn babies,
educate people about the value of human life and speak out against abortion through their music
and spoken-word lyrics, they are met with expected pro-choice opposition. The Life Supporters
perform at local pro-life rallies to be a voice for the unborn and spread their message that unborn
life should be given an opportunity to be born and never take life for granted. High School
sweethearts, Mary Anne Parks and James Jackson engage in unprotected sex, come up pregnant
and deeply regret their unplanned mistake. Mary Anne has high hopes of becoming a doctor and
James has big dreams of becoming a pro football star. After giving their situation serious thought
they conclude that the baby will be in their way and kill their hopes and dreams. Abortion seems to
be only solution to removing the embryonic roadblock that threatens their hopes, dreams,
ambitions and a bright future. However, their poetically gifted fetus appears in Mary Anne s dreams
and has something...
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Reviews
It in a of the best publication. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- Dr . Pa t Heg ma nn
It in one of my favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have go through. I am just quickly will get a delight of reading through a
published publication.
-- Pr of. Ma r tin Zbonca k DVM
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